
RELIABILITY AND TECHNOLOGY, 
            SUITABLE FOR EVERY STYLE.

M I G L I O N I C O . N E T 



4 years Miglionico Warranty
100% MADE IN ITALY

ANNI
YEARS

G ARANZIA - WARRANTY

ASSISTANT 
CONTROL PANEL 
Assistant control panel on 
glass surface and tactile display. 
Function to block the keyboard 
during the cleaning.

THE CUSPIDOR
A single block of solid and capacious 
ceramic bowl, swivel up to 180°. Stainless 
steel water dispensers are removable 
and autoclavable.

HYDRO 
UNIT
Easier maintenance and cleaning 
thanks to a practical opening
Designed to accommodate the 
suction system and the disinfection 
system. Hydro systems and 
electronics are in different places 
to be not in conflict.

RELIABILITY AND TECHNOLOGY, 
SUITABLE FOR EVERY STYLE.

Technology at the service of functionality and security. Simple and 
versatile to use, thanks to its features it ensures high performance 
and maximum hygiene. The NiceGlass is characterized by a 
completely encapsulated glass surface panel. The GLASS control 
panel is designed to enable quick and perfect disinfection without 
incurring problems related to wear over time.



There are many options available to customize the NiceGlass according 
to their own operational needs. All companies we collaborate with are 
industry leaders and are able to ensure quality and long-life products.

ACCESSORIES HYGIENE CARE

BUILT-IN PC
The whole technology assembled in the 
dental unit. The digital camera is connected 
to a built - in Pc, with Windows 8 OS, 
Hard Disk and  RAM as main features.
This allows an active communication in 
every operational room, that improves the 
workability and computerization of the study. 
In the Miglionico’s Media Pack is included 
the mouse and a keyboard wireless.

STOOLS
Three models of 
stools available for 
the more suitable 
and ergonomic 
solution.

OPERATING LIGHTS
Our dental unit climb on Faro operating lights.
FARO Halogen mod. EDI , Lux 30.000
FARO LED mod. ALYA, Lux 50.000
FARO LED  mod. MAIA, Lux 35.000

MDS SYSTEM 
(optional)

MDS Automatic Hydro Circuits disinfection 
system constantly mix mains water and 
disinfectant (WK by Metasys) especially 

developed for this purpose. It’s dispensed 
continuously and in minute doses, thus 

ensuring optimum hygiene without 
manual intervention. Thanks to MDS, water 

goes always clean and decontaminated 
to handpieces and into circuits, thus 

preventing limestone and biofilm and also 
ensuring their longer life.

Operator 
instrument 

support silicone 
protection.

Medical stainless 
steel tumbler fill 

and bowl rinse 
nozzles.

Hygiene procedures should be as simple and effective in the shorter time as possible. 
Miglionico Units have been projected to ensure constant high levels of safety saving your 

time  to focus on pacient tratments. Removable and Autoclavable parts: 
Medical stainless steel tumbler fill and bowl rinse nozzles, Stainless steel Tray holder, 

Assistant side silicone handle, Operator instrument support silicone protection, 
Operator tablet silicone handles, Operating light handles.



NICE GLASS P.
Hanging hoses console.

NICE GLASS W.
Cart could be connected to the 
Unit or stan-alone supplied with 
water bottle and foot control.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR UNIT

LEFT-HANDED UNITHEADREST
Adjustable 3D axis movement headrest is comfortable 
for adults and children.

THE RIGHT ARMREST
Option of choosing the version with the second armrest 
on the right side of the chair for greater patient’s comfort.
The armrest on the right side can be swivelled ou of the 
way to allow a better doctor operativity and to facilitate  
easy patient access to the chair.  

COMFORT AND DESIGN
PATIENT CHAIR mod. SYNCRO

Cod. 920 Renoir Cod. 902 Giotto Cod. 904 Kostabi Cod. 905 Gaudì 

Cod. 906 Klimt Cod. 919 Botticelli Cod. 909 Matisse Cod. 908 Van Gogh

Cod. 950 Botero Cod. 923 Modigliani Cod. 924 Mirò Cod. 910 Raffaello 

Cod. 914 Caravaggio Cod. 922 Dalì Cod. 915 Leonardo Cod. 911 Michelangelo 



Miglionico s.r.l.
HEADQUARTER
Via Molise Z.I., Lotti 67-68
70021 Acquaviva delle Fonti (BA) - ITALY

Phone (+39) 080 759552
Fax (+39) 080 2220970
info@miglionico.net
www.miglionico.net

Dental Units Miglionico were created in 2000 from the passion and willpower of the founder, Giuseppe Miglionico. Behind 
“Miglionico” there is much more than the owner ’s last name, but his educational path with over 25 years of technical experience in 
the major Italian brands. The added value of Miglionico Units is their complete manufacturing in Italy as all stages of production are 
performed within the company itself: from design, to the careful selection of excellent materials, to final testing and quality control. 
Our personal selection of raw materials and production processes control are the guarantee that really nothing is left to chance!

Miglionico, the pride of a product entirely made in Italy.


